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Abstract
We construct the Hamiltonian of the D = 11 Supermembrane with
topological conditions on configuration space. It may be interpreted as a
supermembrane theory where all configurations are wrapped in an irre-
ducible way on a calibrated submanifold of a compact sector of the target
space. We prove that the spectrum of its Hamiltonian is discrete with
finite multiplicity. The construction is explicitly perfomed for a compact
sector of the target space being a 2g dimensional flat torus and the base
manifold of the Supermembrane a genus g compact Riemann surface. The
topological conditions on configuration space work in such a way that the
g = 2 case may be interpreted as the intersection of two D = 11 Su-
permembranes over g = 1 surfaces, with their corresponding topological
conditions. The discreteness of the spectrum is preserved by the inter-
section procedure. Between the configurations satisfying the topological
conditions there are minimal configurations which describe minimal im-
mersions from the base manifold to the compact sector of the target space.
They allow to map the D = 11 Supermembrane with topological condi-
tions to a symplectic noncommutative Yang-Mills theory. We analyze
geometrical properties of these configurations in the context of Superme-
mbranes and D-branes theories. We show that this class of configurations
also minimizes the Hamiltonian of D-branes theories.
∗jorge.bellorin@uam.es
†arestu@usb.ve
1 Introduction
Recently, the D = 11 Supermembrane [1], under a specific topological restric-
tion on configuration space, was shown to have a discrete spectrum [2, 3], see
also [4, 5, 6, 7]. The topological restriction in [2, 3] consists in the irreducible
wrapping of the supermembrane on a sector of the target space compactified in
S1 × S1, which induces a nontrivial central charge. In distinction, but not in
contradiction, the spectrum of the D = 11 Supermembrane, when the target
space is D = 11 Minkowski space, was shown, in a remarkable work, to be con-
tinuous from zero to infinity [10, 11]; even if the target space has a compactified
sector it was argued in [12] that the spectrum should still be continuous. It is
the topological restriction on configuration space that changes the structure of
the interacting potential in the sense that it eliminates the string-like spikes re-
sponsible, in supersymmetric models, of having a non bounded resolvent for the
Hamiltonian. In all these arguments a reguralized Hamiltonian was used, the
N going to infinity limit was not addressed and it remains as an open problem.
In this paper we study the generalization of the topological restrictions to
be imposed on the configuration space of a D = 11 Supermembrane in order to
obtain a discrete spectrum. It turns out that the topological restrictions can be
presented in terms of an irreducible wrapping of the supermembrane on a cali-
brated submanifold of a compactified sector of the target space. The topological
restrictions are also analogous to a flux condition which has been used to sta-
bilize the moduli in phenomenological models of superstrings [8, 9]. Nontrivial
central charges in the supersymmetric algebra of the supermembrane are also
induced by the wrapping of the supermembrane on the calibrated submanifold.
From a geometrical point of view this topological condition means that we are
considering the quantization of a field theory on a nontrivial principle bundle
and an associated vector bundle. In [2, 3] the base manifold was a g = 1 com-
pact Riemann surface, a torus, and the target space Minkowski times S1 × S1.
In this work we take the Supermembrane with base manifold a genus g ≥ 1
compact Riemann surface and target space with a compact sector being a 2g
dimensional flat torus. It becomes natural, although technically involved, from
the construction we will present how to extend the formulation to more general
flat compact sectors of the target space.
Within the configurations satisfying the topological restrictions there exists
one which minimizes the Hamiltonian, the minimal immersion. In fact, it is the
minimal immersion that defines the calibrated submanifold of the compactified
target space on which the supermembrane wraps. The minimal immersion al-
lows to map the original formulation of the supermembrane restricted by the
topological conditions to a simplectic noncommutative Yang-Mills theory formu-
lated over the calibrated submanifold. The existence of the minimal immersion
was implicit in the construction in [2, 3]. The final goal will be to show that
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the spectrum of these new models of the supermembrane is discrete. Since the
existence of the minimal immersion of the base manifold into a submanifold of
the compact sector of the target space is crucial in the construction, it imposes
a non trivial restriction on the supermembranes models for which its reguralized
Hamiltonian has a discrete spectrum, at least with the topological conditions
we consider.
We also study general properties of the minimal immersions, specifically in
relation to the dynamics of Dp-branes arising from the Dirac-Born-Infeld action
formulated over topologically non trivial manifolds. We will show that a minimal
immersion of a Ka¨hler manifold of dimension p into the target space together
with the gauge field whose curvature is the Ka¨hler two form always provide a
regular solution of the DBI field equations. Moreover they are minima of its
corresponding Hamiltonian. We will first discuss these geometrical properties
of the minimal immersions and then proceed to the construction of the new
supermembrane models, with topological restrictions, where they play a relevant
role.
The geometry of supersymmetry preserving embeddings of branes may be
understood in terms of calibrated geometries [13, 14, 15]. They allow to de-
termine the supersymmetric cycles on which the membrane can wrap in some
holonomy manifolds. There is a closed relation between calibrated submanifolds
and intersecting branes, for a review see [16]. In particular we will construct a
supermembrane vacuum, with topological restrictions, over a genus g = 2 com-
pact Riemann surface which is exactly the intersection of two supermembrane
vacua, with their corresponding topological restrictions, over g = 1 compact
Riemann surfaces. The latest preserve half of the supersymmetry while the
former preserve a quarter of the original supersymmetry. The topological re-
strictions work in such a way that the gluing of the two g = 1 surfaces, to give
rise to a g = 2 surface, leads to the intersecting supermembrane theory. We
remark that we are considering here a complete theory over a compact surface,
not just a solution of D = 11 Supergravity. We will show that the resulting
intersecting supermembrane theory also has a discrete spectrum. The extension
of the construction and of its interpretation for g > 2 compact Riemann surfaces
follows on the same lines.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we discuss geometrical prop-
erties of the minimal immersions. In section 3 we analyze the D = 11 Super-
membrane, we first define its configuration space by imposing the topological
conditions in subsection 3.1. In subsection 3.2 minimal immersions are explicitly
constructed in terms of the holomorphic one-forms on the Riemann surface and
in the following subsection the unbroken supersymmetries of these configura-
tions is calculated. In subsection 3.4 we reformulate the supermembrane theory
in terms of a symplectic Yang-Mills theory and in 3.5 we show that its spectrum
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is discrete.
2 Minimal configurations of Dp-branes
In this section we study geometrical properties of minimal configurations, that
is configurations minimizing the world-volume. In particular of a class of regular
minimal configurations which will be relevant in the quantization of superme-
mbranes with topological restrictions, and in general in the quantization of
D-branes. We first will show that a regular configuration constructed by taking
any minimal immersion from a Ka¨hler manifold into a target space together
with the connection, on a non- trivial U(1) principle bundle with base manifold
the Ka¨hler one, whose curvature is the Ka¨hler two-form solves the D-brane field
equations. These configurations minimizes the Dirac-Born-Infeld Hamiltonian
over the Ka¨hler manifold. It was shown in [17] that any connection of this kind
on a non-trivial U(1) principle bundle over a Ka¨hler manifold exactly solves the
Born-Infeld field equations and that they are minima of the BI Hamiltonian. It
is then natural to extend them to solutions of the DBI theories. This geomet-
rical picture exactly appears in the D = 11 Supermembrane with topological
restrictions, it is directly related to the topological conditions we are going to
impose on the configuration space of the supermembrane.
The extended self-dual configurations constructed in [17] were defined on
Riemannian manifolds of even dimension 2k where a curvature two-form satisfy
the conditions
⋆Pm ∼ Pk−m (1)
for all possible m, where
Pm ≡ F ∧ F ∧ . . . ∧ F (2)
(m factors) and ⋆ denotes the Hodge dual. That is, the set {Pm} is left invariant
by the Hodge dual operation. In four dimensions it reduces to ⋆ (F ∧ F ) =
constant and ⋆F ∼ F , the well-known self-duality condition which solves the
Maxwell equations. In two dimensions ⋆F = constant represents a magnetic
monopole configuration.
It was shown in [17] that those configurations, whenever they exist, solve
the field equations of the Born-Infeld Theory. This theory is described by the
following abelian gauge action over a pseudo-Riemannian manifold Σ
SBI [A] =
∫
Σ
dp+1σ
√
− det (Gµν + Fµν) (3)
where Gµν is a given metric over Σ. The extended self-dual configurations,
which are non-trivial regular configurations over the spatial part of Σ, are static
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solutions of the field equations. Moreover, in [17] it was proven they are minima
of the corresponding Born-Infeld Hamiltonian.
A non trivial example of extended self-dual configurations arises from Ka¨hler
manifolds of non trivial topology. The Ka¨hler form verifies the extended self-
duality condition (1) if the metric is precisely the Ka¨hler metric. One may then
introduce a connection on a U(1) principle bundle over the Ka¨hler manifold
endowed with a collection of local sections, such that the pullback of its cur-
vature correspond to the Ka¨hler form. The local pullbacks of the connection
may be taken as gauge fields solving the field equations of (3), Gµν being the
Ka¨hler metric. We remark that the gauge fields are non-trivial as consequence
of the non-trivial topology of the bundle, the latest implies in particular the
non existence of a global section. Each gauge field is regular on the open set
where it is defined and two overlapping fields are related by a U(1) gauge trans-
formation, as it is required in order to have a globally well defined connection.
Particular examples of connections on principle bundles whose curvature yields
the Ka¨hler form of the base manifold are the canonical connections given by
the Hopf fibering S2n+1 → CPn presented by Trautman [18] as solutions to the
Maxwell equations, the lowest dimensional case S3 → CP 1 corresponding to a
magnetic monopole.
The low energy effective dynamics of a D-brane is described by the Dirac-
Born-Infeld action [19], which possesses the same structure of the Born-Infeld
one but leaving the metric to be a dynamical object induced on the D-brane
world-volume by scalar fields. The existence of non-trivial regular solutions of
the Born-Infeld theory over Ka¨hler manifolds is a strong motivation to consider
the problem of minimal configurations of D-branes on Ka¨hler manifolds of non
trivial topology.
The Dirac-Born-Infeld action of a D-brane is a functional of two fields over
Σ; they are the set of components of a map Σ→ T , where T is the target space,
describing the embedding of Σ into T , and an U(1) gauge field A. The action
is
S [X,A] =
∫
Σ
dp+1σ
√
− detEµˆνˆ (4)
where
Eµˆνˆ = Gµˆνˆ + Fµˆνˆ , (5)
Gµˆνˆ = ∂µˆX
Mˆ∂νˆX
Nˆg
MˆNˆ
, (6)
Fµˆνˆ = ∂µˆAνˆ − ∂νˆAµˆ, (7)
Mˆ = 0,M, M = 1, . . . , dim T − 1, µˆ = 0, µ, µ = 1, . . . , p.
g
MˆNˆ
denotes a fixed metric on T and XMˆ are the components of the map.
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The field equations derived from (4) are
(
E−1
)µˆνˆ
+
∂µˆ∂νˆX
Mˆ +
1√− detEρˆσˆ ∂µˆ
[√
− detEρˆσˆ
(
E−1
)µˆνˆ
+
]
∂νˆX
Mˆ
+
(
E−1
)µˆνˆ
+
∂µˆX
Kˆ∂νˆX
LˆΓ
KˆLˆ
Mˆ = 0, (8)
∂µˆ
[√
− detEρˆσˆ
(
E−1
)µˆνˆ
−
]
= 0 (9)
where
(
E−1
)
+
and
(
E−1
)
−
are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of E−1
respectively and ΓMˆ
KˆLˆ
are the Christoffel symbols of the metric g on the target
space. The first equation is obtained by taking variations of (4) with respect to
XMˆ and the second one by taking variations with respect to Aµˆ.
We assume the foliation of the world-volume Σ = M × R, where M is
a Riemannian manifold. We consider M to be a compact manifold with no
boundaries. We impose the following conditions
X0 = σ0, XM = XM (σα) , (10)
g00 = −1, g0M = 0, (11)
A0 = 0, Aµ = Aµ (σ
α) , (12)
such that the remaining fields XM and Aµ are static. The resulting equations
overM are(
E−1
)µν
+
∂µ∂νX
M +
1√
detEρσ
∂µ
[√
detEρσ
(
E−1
)µν
+
]
∂νX
M
+
(
E−1
)µν
+
∂µX
K∂νX
LΓKL
M = 0, (13)
∂µ
[√
detEρσ
(
E−1
)µν
−
]
= 0. (14)
We also suppose that some sector of the target space is compactified, that is
the spatial part of the target space is the product of a compact Riemannian
manifold T times a hyperplane. We assume dimT ≥ dimM. We fix those com-
ponents of the map corresponding to the hyperplane equal to zero. Therefore,
the remaining degrees of freedom are Xr, r = 1, . . . , dimT , and Aµ, being both
fields overM. We consider Xr to be the components of an immersionM→ T ,
therefore Gµν = ∂µX
r∂νX
sgrs is a Riemannian metric on M.
Now we introduce the Ka¨hler geometry into the problem. Let M be a
Ka¨hler manifold of real dimension p = 2n. Let J , Ω and K (U, V ) = Ω (U, JV )
be the almost complex structure, the Ka¨hler form and the Ka¨hler metric ofM
respectively. These three objects are regular tensors over M, the associated
matrices in a local coordinate system being invertible. By definition Ω is closed
and implicitly co-closed with respect to the Ka¨hler metric, hence it is harmonic
with respect to this metric. We suppose that Aµ, X
r and grs verify
Gµν = Kµν , (15)
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Fµν = Ωµν . (16)
If (15) and (16) are verified, the Born-Infeld tensor becomes Eµν = Kµν +Ωµν
and then we get
detEµν = 2
n detKµν ,
(
E−1
)µν
+
=
1
2
Kµν ,
(
E−1
)µν
−
=
1
2
Ωµν (17)
where Kµν and Ωµν are the inverses of Kµν and Ωµν respectively, also Ω
µν =
−KµαKνβΩαβ .
Note that eqs. (14) are automatically solved by (15) and (16). Indeed, if
we substitute (17) in (14), the LHS of the resulting expression can be brought
to d⋆Ω, where ⋆ is the Hodge dual constructed with K, and this expression
is identically zero. Equations (14) represent the time-independent Born-Infeld
equations and the fact that the configuration (15)-(16) solves them is a particular
case of the more general result about extended self-dual configurations, as we
have already mentioned.
We may concrete the solution by choosing an explicit gauge field A such that
its curvature is the Ka¨hler form of M. We remark that for compact manifolds
the Ka¨hler form is closed and not globally exact. Therefore the gauge field must
be given by local configurations with non-trivial transitions, as expected for the
case of a gauge field derived from a connection on a non-trivial principle bundle.
The Ka¨hler form of any Ka¨hler manifold may be locally expressed in terms
of the Ka¨hler potential K,
Ω = i∂a∂a¯Kdza ∧ dz¯a¯ (18)
where we are using complex coordinates. By locality we mean that K is not a
scalar function over the whole manifoldM. For a given Ka¨hler manifold one has
a collection of Ka¨hler potentials, one for each chart with a generic expression in
terms of the coordinates. In the overlapping of two charts the coordinates are
related by a holomorphic coordinate transformation, under which the Ka¨hler
potential transforms inhomogeneously with holomorphic and antiholomorphic
functions
K′(z′(z), z¯′(z¯)) = K (z, z¯) + φ(z) + ψ(z¯). (19)
This transformation does not affect the global character of the Ka¨hler form
given in (18).
The Ka¨hler potential provides an expression for the gauge field. In fact, on
each chart we may introduce the one-form
A =
i
2
(
∂a¯Kdz¯a¯ − ∂aKdza
)
(20)
which verifies Ω = dA. Under a holomorphic coordinate transformation we have
A′ = A+ d
[
i
2
(ψ − φ)
]
(21)
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which is a U(1) gauge transformation. Eq. (21) ensures that the collection
of fields given in (20) are the local pullbacks of a regular connection on a non
trivial U(1) principle bundle over M, the pullbacks are constructed with a set
of local sections.
Once the analysis of the gauge field has been completed, we may study the
remaining fields Xr in eqs. (13) and (15). Under (15)-(16), equations (13) yields
Kµν∂µ∂νX
r −Kµν∂σXrγσµν +Kµν∂µXt∂νXuΓrtu = 0 (22)
where γ is the Christoffel symbol of the Ka¨hler metric K. The first two terms
describe the laplacian, defined with the Ka¨hler metric, applied toXr. This equa-
tions represent the classical problem of harmonic mapping between (M,Kµν)
and (T, grs). Moreover, considering that the Ka¨hler metric must be induced
by the maps as it is stated by (15), the minimal map Xr actually represents a
minimal immersion of the Ka¨hler manifold M into T , that is, it is a minimum
of the volume action ∫
M
dpσ
√
detKρσ
where
Kρσ = ∂ρX
r∂σX
sgrs. (23)
Therefore we have characterized a class of solutions of D-branes by setting the
world volume of the D-brane to be a Ka¨hler manifold, the gauge field being a
connection whose curvature is the Ka¨hler form and the scalar fields realizing a
minimal immersion of the Ka¨hler manifold into the target space. Moreover it
is straightforward to show that (13) and (14) are exactly the same equations to
be satisfied by the minima of the Hamiltonian of the Dirac-Born-Infeld action
in the case of a flat target space.
So far we were focused in the Ka¨hler geometry of the base manifold M,
but the topology and geometry of the compactified target space T was left
unspecified. Now we may study specifical configurations for T . In this work we
take the case in which T is a flat torus, which in term are Ka¨hler manifolds. A
lot of the work done in String Theory and M theory with compactified target
consider the cases of Calabi-Yau manifolds, being the tori the simplest, non
trivial examples among them. Also orbifolds which are the quotient space of tori
by discrete symmetries have been extensively considered. We hope to extend, in
future work, our quantization arguments of next sections to include also these
target spaces.
In general the existence of minimal immersions of Ka¨hler manifolds into
tori is a non trivial subject and some particular constructions have been stud-
ied in mathematical works imposing several constraints on the topology of the
base Ka¨hler manifold. The first non-trivial example at hand is when the base
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manifold M is a Riemmanian surface of genus g and the torus is a flat one of
dimension 2g, in this case a minimal immersion is given in terms of holomor-
phic one-forms over M. We study this example in detail in the next section.
The extension of this minimal immersion for higher dimensional Ka¨hler base
manifolds is the Albanese map of a compact Ka¨hler manifold whose cotangent
bundle is ample [20, 21], this condition means that the holomorphic one-forms
on M determine the full cotangent space at each point of M. The Albanese
map of a compact Ka¨hler manifold is an holomorphic map and the associated
Albanese torus is a flat torus whose dimension is just the number of indepen-
dent holomorphic one-forms on the base manifold, h1,0(M). In particular any
compact Riemannian surface of positive genus g satisfies the condition of ample
cotangent bundle.
3 The D = 11 Supermembrane wrapped on a
calibrated submanifold
3.1 Topological conditions on the configuration space
The D = 11 toroidal Supermembrane wrapped on the compact sector of a
M9×S1×S1 target space, where the configuration space satisfies a topological
condition implying an irreducible wrapping [5] or equivalently a non-trivial cen-
tral charge on the supersymmetric algebra was analyzed in [2, 3, 5, 6]. It was
proven in [2, 3] that the spectrum of its regularized Hamiltonian is discrete, in
[22] the construction of its heat kernel and the associated Feynmann formulas
were presented. Those constructions were based on the property of the super-
symmetric Hamiltonian, under the topological restrictions, of being compatible
with its bosonic sector, in the precise sense given in [22].
We would like to generalize the above constructions in order to consider
more general compactified sectors of the target space. It is crucial in obtaining
a discrete spectrum to have the topological condition which is equivalent to have
a a non-trivial flux on the base manifold. As we will see, this fact is related to the
existence of a minimal immersion of the base manifold in the target space. The
minimal immersion is of course a minimum of the Hamiltonian. It turns out that
the image of the Supermembrane is a calibrated submanifold of the compactified
sector of the target space. The minimal immersion becomes straightforward in
the case of a toroidal Supermembrane wrapped on M9 × S1 × S1 and therefore
it is implicit in [2, 3, 5, 6].
Similarly to the previous section, we consider the supermembrane in a target
space which factorizes as a Minkowski manifold times a compact Riemannian
one, this target being a solution of pure D = 11 Supergravity. The compact sec-
tor of the target space is a Ka¨hler manifold admitting a holomorphic inmersion
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of the base manifold.
We consider the D = 11 Supermembrane in the light cone gauge [23], where
the light cone coordinates X+ and X− involve X0 and one of non-compactified
directions,
X+ = P+0 τ (24)
P+ = P+0
√
w (25)
Γ+θ = 0 (26)
where
√
w is a scalar density independent of τ . In general it is not possible to
take
√
w = 1 on the whole compact base manifold. This density is preserved by
the residual gauge symmetry of the theory and determines the element of area
of the base manifold. Later on we will relate this density to the metric induced
by a minimal configuration.
The dynamics of the Supermembrane in the light cone gauge is described
by the scalar fields XM , M = 1, . . . , 9, over the base manifold M and their
canonical conjugate variables PM . X
M are maps from a compact Riemann
surface M of genus g > 0 to the target space M × T , where M is a Euclidean
subspace and T is a flat torus. The explicit holomorphic immersion we are going
to use requires the flat torus to have dimension 2g.
The bosonic Hamiltonian of the Supermembrane in the light cone gauge [23]
is given by
H =
∫
M
d2σ
√
w
[
1
2w
P 2M +
1
4
{XM , XN}2
]
, (27)
subject to the first class constraint∮
C
1√
w
PMdX
M = 0 (28)
for any closed path C on M. This constraint generates the area preserving
diffeomorphisms, APD, over M. The brackets in (27) are the symplectic ones
defined in (94) using the symplectic structure
ǫµν√
w
. (29)
The first class constraint is equivalent to the following two statements:
i) The integrand in (28) is a closed one form, that is
φ ≡ {PM , XM} = 0 (30)
ii)
φˆ ≡
∮
Cr
1√
w
PMdX
M = 0 , (31)
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where Cr, r = 1, . . . , 2g, is a basis of homology on M. φ generates APD con-
nected to the identity while φˆ generates APD non-connected to the identity.
We may now introduce the configuration space of the D = 11 Supermem-
brane with non-trivial central charge arising from the wrapping on a two cycle.
We consider the flat torus T to be S1 × · · · × S1 (2g times). The maps to each
S1 are given by
P ∈ M→
P∫
P0
dXr modulo integers (32)
where dXr satisfy ∮
Cs
dXr = integers (33)
∫
M
dXr ∧ dXs = nωrs , n 6= 0 (34)
where P0 is a fixed point inM, n is a non-zero integer, and ωrs is the canonical
symplectic matrix on Tg, associated to the Ka¨hler form on Tg.
Let us discuss several interpretations of the above condition, which plays a
central role in our analysis. Eq. (34) is a “topological” condition in the sense
that it restricts the configuration space to a definite principle bundle. In fact,
1
2ωrsdX
r ∧ dXs is a closed two-form whose integral over M is a integer n,
hence there exits a non-trivial U(1) principle bundle over M and a connection
over it such that the above two-form is its curvature. Moreover, the principle
bundles over the compact Riemann surface M are classified by the integer n,
by considering the configurations of the Supermembrane to satisfy (34) we are
then quantizing the Supermembrane in a given principle bundle, characterized
by n. This two-form may also be interpreted as a non-trivial flux condition on
the dynamics of the Supermembrane.
Let us recall that the SUSY algebra for the D = 11 Supermmebrane with
winding exhibits central charges [12],
(
Q+α , Q¯
−
β
)
DB
= − (γMγ+γ−)αβ PM0 −
1
2
(γrsγ+γ−)αβ
∫
M
d2σ
√
w{Xr, Xs} (35)
and we notice that the last factor of the right hand member is equal to the left
hand member of (34).
Eq. (34) may also be interpreted in the following way: Let us first consider
g = 1, that is r = 1, 2. Then the condition (34) ensures that the image by Xr
is a torus which does not degenerate to a circle, for this reason (34) was called
in [5] the condition of irreducible wrapping. For g ≥ 1 the interpretation is the
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following: The minimal immersions ofM into T we are going to introduce in the
next subsection, and whose existency in general is a nontrivial subject, define
calibrated submanifolds in T , then the topological condition (34) states that the
supermembrane wraps on the calibrated submanifold. Calibrated submanifold
and intersecting branes are related subjects; for g > 1 condition (34) implies
that the ground state of the system may be interpreted as an intersecting brane
solution, where non-degenerate toroidal branes intersect at the time direction.
We will analyze this point in subsection 3.3.
The configuration space of the Supermembrane is completed by taking Xm,
m = 2g + 1, . . . , 9, to be singled valued overM and hence satisfying∮
Cr
dXm = 0 , (36)
∫
M
dXm ∧ dXr = 0 ,
∫
M
dXm ∧ dXn = 0 . (37)
They may then be interpreted as maps from the base manifold to the topologi-
cally trivial Euclidean subspace M of the target space.
We notice that condition (34) does not exclude string configurations on the
space of configurations defined above. In fact, consider a particular dXr sat-
isfying (34) and Xm depending only on a linear combination of σ1 and σ2.
It is not difficult to see, for example for the g = 1 case, that those config-
urations correspond to a ten dimensional string wrapped on S1 [24]. These
configurations contribute with a finite energy to the Hamiltonian. There are no
string-like spikes in contrast with the Supermembrane without the topological
restrictions [10, 11, 12]. The string-like spikes contribute with zero energy to
the Hamiltonian and it is not possible to know if they are attached or not to
the Supermembrane. It is for this reason that the Supermemebrane without the
topological restrictions must be interpreted as a many extended objects theory.
3.2 Harmonic forms, minima of the Hamiltonian and cal-
ibrated submanifolds
The harmonic one-forms play a relevant role in our formulation because they
are minima of the Hamiltonian and also all the topological information of the
configuration space is contained in them, as we will see.
The local isolated minima of the Hamiltonian (27) satisfy
Pm = Pr = 0, X
m = constant (38)
and
Gνµ∂µ∂νX
r −Gµν∂ρXrγµνρ = 0 (39)
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where, as in the section 2, Gµν is the induced metric and γµν
ρ its Christoffel
symbols. Last equations are the same equations (22), with no contribution
coming from the curvature of the target because it is flat. Therefore, the minima
of the Hamiltonian (27) represent minimal immersions of the Supermembrane
into the target. Moreover any Riemannian manifold is Ka¨hler, so this problem
is equivalent to the one we consider in section 2. We remark that eq. (39) is
equivalent to demand
d ⋆dXr = 0 (40)
and this implies that the closed one-forms dXr associated to each solution of (39)
are harmonic over M. This is not a general result for harmonic maps between
Riemannian manifolds, it holds for the particular case we are considering when
the target is flat. The minimal maps we consider are then harmonic maps
satisfying the restriction (34).
We now proceed to construct the minimal map we are interested in. We
denote by (αi, βi), i = 1, . . . , g, a canonical basis of homology over M and by
ωi a basis of holomorphic one-forms overM normalized by∮
αj
ωi = δij ,
∮
βj
ωi = Πij (41)
where Π is the period matrix, it is symmetric with positive definite imaginary
part ℑmΠ. We rewrite
ωi = dX˜
1
i + idX˜
2
i , (42)
where dX˜Ii , I = 1, 2, are harmonic one forms over M. In constructing the
minimal map, we decompose the compact target index as r = (i, I). Notice
that X˜Ii is not singled-valued overM.
We introduce the following set of harmonic one-forms
dXˆIi ≡
(
M−1dX˜
)I
i
(43)
where M is, as a matrix in the I, J indices
Mij =
(
δij ℜeΠij
0 ℑmΠij
)
(44)
and (
M−1
)
ij
=
(
δij −ℜeΠik (ℑmΠ)−1kj
0 (ℑmΠ)−1ij
)
. (45)
We get ∮
CJ
j
dXˆIi = δ
IJδij (46)
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where C1j = αj and C2j = βj .
The minimal immersion from M to T is defined by
P ∈M→
P∫
P0
dXˆIi modulo integers . (47)
This map verifies the topological condition (34), with n = 1.
We now introduce the metric on the flat torus by
ds2 = 2 (ℑmΠ)−1ij dZi ⊗ dZ¯j , (48)
the factor (ℑmΠ)−1 is necessary when considering the induced metric on M
from the target metric, in order to obtain invariance under canonical changes
of the canonical homology basis on M. We obtain for the induced metric
ds2 = 2 (ℑmΠ)−1ij ωi ⊗ ω¯j (49)
= 2 (ℑmΠ)−1ij δIJdX˜Ii ⊗ dX˜Jj (50)
= 2gIJij dXˆ
I
i ⊗ dXˆJj (51)
where
g ≡MT
(
(ℑmΠ)−1 0
0 (ℑmΠ)−1
)
M (52)
is symmetric, positive definite and with det g = 1. Although the immersion de-
pends on the canonical basis of homology (α, β), the induced metric is invariant
under changes of canonical basis.
Let us now define
√
w
√
wdσ1 ∧ dσ2 ≡ 1
2
ǫIJdXˆ
I
i ∧ dXˆJj δij (53)
=
∂Zk
∂z
∂Z¯l
∂z¯
(ℑmΠ)−1kl
1
2i
dz ∧ dz¯ (54)
where z = σ1 + iσ2 is the local complex coordinate overM and
Zi(z) =
z∫
z0
ωi . (55)
It is clear that
√
w is equal to the square root of the induced Ka¨hler metric.
The image of the Supermembrane in the flat torus throughout the minimal
map is a calibrated submanifold of the torus. To see this, we first remark that
the minimal, holomorphic map induces on the base manifold both the Ka¨hler
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form and the Ka¨hler metric form the target space, as it is indicated in the
appendix. The following two form
ωrsdXˆ
r ∧ dXˆs , (56)
which is just the induced Ka¨hler form over M, represents a calibration on the
image of M in T since it is equal to the induced volume element at each point
ofM.
3.3 Unbroken Supersymmetries
In this section we analyze the remainning supersymmetry after introducing the
minimal configuration. We study the cases g = 1 and g = 2.
The minimal configuration has bosonic sector given in (47) and vanishing
fermionic sector. In order the minimal configuration to be a supersymmetric
configuration it is neccessary that
δθ = 0 , (57)
where θ is the spinor field over the world-volume.
In order to determine the number of supersymmetries left unbroken it is
convenient to use the following kappa symmetry gauge fixing condition
(1 + Γ) θ = 0 (58)
where
Πµˆ
Kˆ = ∂µˆX
Kˆ − iθ¯ΓKˆ∂µˆθ , (59)
Γ =
i
6
√−Gǫ
µˆνˆρˆΠµˆ
KˆΠνˆ
LˆΠρˆ
MˆΓ
KˆLˆMˆ
(60)
Γ2 = 1 (61)
Condition (58) is preserved only if supersymmetric transformations are compen-
sated with a kappa transformation, hence we have the combined supersymmetry
and kappa symmetry
δθ = (1 + Γ)κ+ ε = 0 (62)
where κ is a constant spinor satisfying
(1 + Γ)κ = −1
2
(1 + Γ) ε . (63)
We then have the equation defining a supersymmetric configuration
(1− Γ) ε = 0 . (64)
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We may compute explicitly the matrix Γ for the minimal configuration
Γε = − i
2
√−GP
+
0 ∂µXˆ
r∂νXˆ
sǫµνΓ0rsε . (65)
In the g = 1 case the equation (65) takes the form
Γε = −iΓ012ε , (66)
hence the solution to (64) is
Γ012ε = iε , (67)
in the latest we have used tanget space indices. This condition preserves one
half of the original supersymmetries.
In the g = 2 case, a solution to (64) is given by the global conditions
Γ013ε = iε (68)
Γ024ε = iε . (69)
These conditions are equivalent to substitute the expression Γ0rsε by iωrsε in
(65) and then we end up with a solution to (64). To see how this works out it is
neccessary to use the holomorphic properties of the minimal immersion. Con-
ditions (68) and (69) are the usual ones for two toroidalM2-branes intersecting
at the time direction. This configuration preserves one quarter of the original
supersymmetry.
3.4 Symplectic Yang-Mills Theory from wrapped D = 11
Supermembranes
Let us now consider the most general map betweenM and T . It may be written
in terms of the above basis dXˆIi of harmonic one-forms. Any closed one-form
may be expressed as
dXIi = S
IJ
ij dXˆ
J
j + exact one-form. (70)
In order that dXIi satisfy restriction (33) we must have∫
CJ
j
dXIi = S
IK
ik δ
KJδkj = S
IJ
ij , (71)
therefore the coefficients SIJij have to be integers.
In order that dXIi satisfy (34) we must have∫
M
dXIi ∧ dXJj = SIKik ǫKLδklSJLjl = ǫIJδij . (72)
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Consequently, ST and S belong to Sp(2g,Z). Moreover SdXˆ is the canonical
basis of harmonic one-forms associated to the homology basis
(
ST
)−1 C. In fact(
ST
)−1
, S−1 ∈ Sp(2g,Z) and∫
(ST )−1 JK
jk
CK
k
SILil dXˆ
L
l = δ
IJδij . (73)
Then the general map (70) is constructed with the matrix S corresponding to
a change on the harmonic basis associated to the diffeomorphisms mapping a
canonical homology basis into another one. Under those maps and using the
previous expression for
√
w we obtain
√
w′(σ) =
1
2
ǫIJ
∂Xˆ ′Ii
∂σa
∂Xˆ ′Jj
∂σb
δijǫab (74)
=
(
ST ǫδS
)KL
ij
1
2
∂XˆIi
∂σa
∂XˆJj
∂σb
ǫab (75)
=
1
2
ǫKLδ
kl ∂Xˆ
K
k
∂σa
∂XˆLl
∂σb
ǫab =
√
w(σ) . (76)
The diffeomorphisms corresponding to S are then area preserving and non con-
nected to the identity, and consequently S may be fixed by using this kind of
APD which are part of the residual gauge invariance of the theory in the light
cone gauge and whose generator is (31). We may then take, after rescaling of
the exact one-forms dAIi by the constant metric gIJij and returning to the single
compact target index r,
dXr = dXˆr + dAr (77)
The physical degrees of freedom are only contained in Ar ≡ grsAs. However,
the variables Ar still have the gauge invariance asociated to the APD connected
to the identity whose generator is (30). As we are going to see, this gauge
symmetry correspond to a symplectic gauge symmetry and therefore we take
Ar as a symplectic gauge connection in the way explained in the appendix.
We now consider (77) in the dynamics of the Supermembrane. We first note
that the kinetic terms PM X˙
M of the canonical action may be rewritten as
PrX˙
r + PmX˙
m = P rA˙r + PmX˙m (78)
since Xˆr do not depend on the world-volume time. Therefore P r are the con-
jugate momenta to Ar. Furthermore, the APD constraint (30) acquires the
following form
φ = DrP r + {Xm, Pm} (79)
and is now interpreted as the Gauss constraint generating the symplectic gauge
symmetry.
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The final form of the bosonic Hamiltonian is
H =
1
2
∫
M
d2σ
√
w
[
1
w
(
P 2m + P
r2
)
+
1
2
F2rs + grsδmnDrXmDsXn
+
1
2
{Xm, Xn}2 + n2
]
(80)
where we have imposed the global condition∫
M
FrsdXˆr ∧ dXˆs = 0 . (81)
The Hamiltonian (80) correspond to a symplectic Yang-Mills Theory on the
image of the base manifold in the compact sector of the target space, which
is a calibrated submanifold. The symplectic Yang-Mills field is coupled to the
transverse scalar fields Xm. The condition (81) is analogous to the condition in
standard abelian Yang-Mills of considering connections on a particular principle
bundle.
3.5 Discreteness of the spectrum of the regularized Hamil-
tonian
The degrees of freedom of the above Hamiltonian are the maps Xm and Ar
and their conjugate momenta. All these variables are singled-valued over M,
we have shown that due to the topological condition (34) there are not degrees
of freedom associated to the harmonic sector. We now proceed to consider a
regularization of the above Hamiltonian. Following [11, 25] we introduce a basis
YA(σ) on the space of scalar functions on the base manifold and we decompose
all the variables of the phase space as
φ(σ) =
∑
A
φAYA(σ) , (82)
{YA(σ), YB(σ)} = fABCYC(σ) (83)
where the above bracket is the symplectic one. fAB
C are the structure constants
of the APD of the base manifold. These structure constants correspond to the
ones of su(N) in the limit N →∞. Then we take a truncation of the theory by
considering N finite. After regularization the Hamiltonian becomes a quantum
mechanical Schro¨edinger operator defined on a real space. All the topological
information of the base manifold is contained in the basis YA(σ) of the space of
functions over the base manifold.
The potential of the regularized Hamiltonian satisfies the following two prop-
erties:
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i) V (X,A) = 0 if and only if XmA = 0 and ArA = 0
ii) V (X,A)→∞ for XmA ,ArA →∞.
Property i) implies that there are not string-like spikes in the dynamics. As
a consequence of property ii), the spectrum of the bosonic regularized Hamil-
tonian consists of a discrete set of eigenvalues with finite multiplicity, see for
instance [26]. An explicit proof for the g = 1 case was given in [2].
The fermionic sector of the Supermembrane Hamiltonian in the light cone
gauge is ∫
M
d2σ
√
w
(−θ¯Γ−ΓrDrθ + θ¯Γ−ΓmXm, θ) . (84)
The Gauss constraint (79) acquires a fermionic term
{θΓ−, θ} . (85)
In the regularized version of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian the fermionic
fields are represented in terms of matrices satisfying the standard anticomuta-
tion relation [2]. Therefore we deal in the supersymmetric Hamiltonian with a
matrix potential, the bosonic potential appears only in the diagonal:
V = VBI+ VF . (86)
VB is asymptotically greater or equal to the square norm in the configura-
tion space while the fermionic matrix potential is linear on the configuration
space variables. This property implies that the supersymmetric Hamiltonian
has discrete spectrum with finite multiplicity. For two independent proofs of
this statement see [3] and [22].
4 Conclusions
We constructed the Hamiltonian of the D = 11 Supermembrane wrapped on a
calibrated submanifold of the target space. The calibrated submanifold is de-
fined by a minimal immersion of the supermembrane into the compact sector of
the target space corresponding to a torus of dimension 2g, where g is the genus
of the immersed base manifold. Thus we have extended the previous results of
[2, 3] where the target space was restricted to S1×S1. The wrapping is a conse-
quence of a topological condition on the space of configurations, which defines de
D = 11 Supermembrane with topological restrictions. The minimal immersion
plays a central role in the construction. It allows to reformulate the Hamilto-
nian of the Supermembrane as a symplectic Yang-Mills one. We prove using
properties of the symplectic Yang-Mills theory that the spectrum of its regular-
ized Hamiltonian is discrete with finite multiplicity. The explicit construction
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for the case in which the base manifold is a genus g = 2 compact Riemann sur-
faces shows that this Supermembrane, with the topological restriction, results
as the intersection of two Supermembranes with their corresponding topologi-
cal restrictions with base manifolds g = 1 compact surfaces. The topological
conditions work in such a way that the gluing of the g = 1 surfaces to give rise
to a g = 2 surface also induces an intersection of the corresponding membranes.
The D = 11 Supermembrane with topological restrictions over higher genus
base manifolds are then the result of the intersection of Supermembranes over
lower genus surfaces. The discretness of the spectrum is preserved. We also
showed several properties of the minimal immersions, in particular that they
are mininal configurations of Dp-branes with Ka¨hler base manifold.
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Appendix. Holomorphic immersions and sym-
plectic gauge theories
In this appendix we list the mean definitions of symplectic Yang-Mills theories
and describe how a holomorphic immersion can be used to translate symplectic
structures between manifolds.
Let Xˆr denote both the real and imaginary parts of the components of a
holomorphic immersion of a Ka¨hler surfaceM into a complex flat torus T . Since
the target space is flat and the base manifold is bidimensional the holomorphic
immersion is also a minimal immersion of the Ka¨hler surface into T . The almost
complex structure, Ka¨hler form and Ka¨hler metric of M are denoted by Jµν ,
Ωµν and Kµν and the analogous objects of T are denoted by j
r
s, ωrs and grs.
The condition of Xˆr of being holomorphic can be covariantly stated as
∂µXˆ
rJµν = j
r
s∂νXˆ
s . (87)
The holomorphic immersion pulls the Ka¨hler form and Ka¨hler metric of T back
to M
Ωµν = ∂µXˆ
r∂νXˆ
sωrs (88)
Kµν = ∂µXˆ
r∂νXˆ
sgrs . (89)
We may consider the following objects
eµr ≡ −Ωµν∂νXˆsgsr (90)
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they verify
Ωµν = eµre
ν
sω
rs (91)
Kµν = eµre
ν
sg
rs (92)
where ωrs is the inverse of ωrs. In the case of T is a bidimensional torus the
holomorphic immersion is a bijective map and ∂µXˆ
r plays the role of zweibein
overM.
We may introduce the following derivatives
Dr ≡ eµr∇µ . (93)
where ∇µ is the Levi-Civita connection of the Ka¨hler metric over M. The
Ka¨hler form of M is also covariantly constant respect to ∇µ.
The Ka¨hler form Ω provides a symplectic structure for M, analogously ω
does the same on T . We define the symplectic bracket on M
{φ, ϕ} = Ωµν∇µφ∇νϕ (94)
where φ and ϕ represent generic tensors or pseudotensor overM. This bracket
is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity since the Ka¨hler form is closed.
The above bracket may be rewritten as
{φ, ϕ} = ωrsDrφDsϕ . (95)
We remark that this relation is a non trivial property of the holomorphic map
Xˆ. Therefore we see that the symplectic brackets of the base manifold M and
the ones of its image on T throughout Xˆr are compatible via this map.
Now we consider a symplectic connection
Dr = Dr + {Ar, } (96)
which implement the symplectic gauge symmetry. The case of interest for us
is when Ar are singled valued smooth functions over all M. Consequently, we
define the curvature
Frs = DrAs −DsAr + {Ar,As} , (97)
such that
(DrDs −DsDr)φ = {Frs, φ} . (98)
The symplectic gauge transformation is defined as
δξAr = Drξ , (99)
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where ξ is an infinitesimal parameter. For the curvature we obtain
δξFrs = {ξ,Frs}. (100)
The symplectic Yang-Mills action is∫
M
FrsFrsΩ . (101)
This action can be alternatively formulated over the image ofM in T under the
holomorphic map Xˆ, which we denote by M′, as∫
M′
FrsFrsωtudXˆt ∧ dXˆu . (102)
The invariance of the symplectic Yang-Mills action under (99) follows from the
identity ∫
M
Ωf{ξ, f} = 0 (103)
which ensures the invariance of the quadratic functional
〈
f2
〉
under the homo-
geneous transformation
δξf = {ξ, f} . (104)
Finally we notice that for the minimal immersion Xˆr into a bidimensional
torus we have
{Xˆr, Xˆs} = ǫrsn (105)
which is analogous to the commutator of coordinates on the noncommutative
torus
[Xˆr, Xˆs] = ǫrsθ. (106)
For that reason the symplectic gauge theories have also been called symplectic
noncommutative gauge theories. The symplectic two form over M may be
locally mapped to a constant one, via Darboux theorem. On the torus the
symplectic two form may be globally expressed as a constant antisymmetric
tensor. The noncommutative Yang-Mills theories constructed with constant
symplectic forms as well as its description in terms of D-branes over constant
antisymmetric field has been extensively analyzed in the literature.
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